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About this manual 

Thank you for purchasing an Autonomous Multichannel Acoustic Recorder 
(AMAR) manufactured by JASCO Applied Sciences. This manual instructs how 
to use the AMAR and its software, AMARlink.  

 TIP Read this manual before using the AMAR. 

If you have suggestions for how to improve this user manual, please email 
Editorial-Team@jasco.com. JASCO is committed to continually improving the 
usability of its products and documentation. Your feedback is much appreciated. 

Technical Support 

If you have questions or feedback about the AMAR, contact JASCO Technical 
Support: 

 Email: support@jasco.com (or go to www.jasco.com/support) 

Or, contact your JASCO customer representative or the JASCO head office: 

 Phone: +1-902-405-3336 (Monday to Friday, 9:00–17:00 Atlantic Time) 

 Fax: +1-902-405-3337 

 Mail: JASCO Applied Sciences 

202–32 Troop Avenue  
Dartmouth, NS  B3B 1Z1 
Canada Sample

mailto:Editorial-Team@jasco.com
mailto:support@jasco.com
http://www.jasco.com/support
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Conventions used in this manual 

 NOTE Notes give you extra information or clarification.

 TIP Tips give you suggested actions for best performance or results. 

! CAUTION Cautions give you necessary information to prevent data loss, data
corruption, performance issues, or damage to equipment. 

! WARNING Warnings alert you to crucial information to prevent personal injury.

References to other sections of this manual are blue: Conventions used in this 
manual on page iv. 

AMARlink commands, buttons, and menu items are bold: File > New AMAR. 

Filenames are shown in a different font: putty.exe. 

For instructions with a command line, the text that you must type at the prompt is 
shown on a separate line with no punctuation: 

cd / 

Memory capacity is stated in mebibytes (MB) and Gibibytes (GB). These are 
equal to the binary definitions of the megabyte and gigabyte, respectively: 1 MB 
= 10242 bytes and 1 GB = 10243 bytes. 

Sample
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1 Getting started 

Minimum system requirements 

The minimum system requirements for the computer you use with AMARlink and 
the AMAR are: 

 Operating system:
o Windows:

 Windows 7, Service Pack 1
 Java Runtime Environment (64-bit version if running on a 64-bit

operating system, 32-bit version otherwise)
o Linux/Unix—AMARlink has been tested and qualified with:

 Ubuntu 12.04 with java 1.7.0_45
 Core 2 Duo or Athlon X2 at 2.4 GHz
 4 GB RAM (2 GB per CPU core recommended)
 2 GB hard disk space
 100BASE-T Ethernet Interface
 External storage interface (e.g., USB 2+, FireWire, Ethernet)
 External storage device with sufficient capacity for recorded data.

 TIP You must install Java before installing AMARlink. Go to 
https://java.com/download to download and install the latest version of 
Java. Sample

https://java.com/download
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AMAR overview 

The Autonomous Multichannel Acoustic Recorder (AMAR) is a fully autonomous 
underwater sound and data recorder. The AMAR has data acquisition electronics 
in a watertight pressure housing.  

The pressure housing consists of a top endcap, a pressure housing cylinder, and 
a bottom endcap.  

The pressure housing cylinder has grooves to attach the AMAR to a mooring 
frame.  

The bottom endcap has: 

 Anode
 Handling ring
 Pressure relief valve (PRV)
 External Power Connector: underwater bulkhead connector for the AC power

adapter or an External Battery Pack, 6-pin male.

Top endcap 

Grooves for mooring frame collars 

Pressure housing cylinder 

Bottom endcap 

Anode 

Handling ring 

Pressure relief valve (PRV) 

External Power Connector Sample
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About the top endcap assembly 

The top endcap assembly of the AMAR has the top endcap of the pressure 
housing and the chassis. The chassis holds the AMAR circuit board and the 
associated wiring. A 9-cell battery can be mounted on the underside of the 
chassis (not shown).  

The top endcap has: 

 (2×) O-rings that form the watertight seal against the pressure housing
cylinder

 Anode
 Handling ring
 Comms Connector: underwater bulkhead connector for the Comms Box,

8-pin male
 Activation Connector: underwater bulkhead connector for the Activation Plug,

3-pin female
 Hydrophone Connector: underwater bulkhead connector for the hydrophone,

(usually) 8-pin female
 (Optional) Underwater bulkhead connectors for other sensors (not shown).

The internal circuit board of the AMAR has two identical onboard power input 
connectors, which connect to the 9-cell battery and to the wire inside the AMAR 
pressure housing from the External Power Connector on the bottom endcap. 
These onboard power input connectors (labelled on the circuit board as H2 and 
H3) are 2-pin female locking connectors.  

About the memory modules 

The AMAR internal circuit board has 1 or more memory modules. The memory 
modules store the recorded data on solid-state NAND flash memory. Memory 
modules have a 256 GB capacity. Up to 7 memory modules can be installed on 
the AMAR circuit board for a maximum capacity of 1792 GB (or 1.75 TB) of 
storage memory. 

Anode 

Comms Connector 

Activation Connector 

Hydrophone Connector 

Handling ring 

O-rings 

Memory modules 

2 × Onboard power 
input connectors Sample
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About the Activation Plug 

The red underwater connector plug is the Activation Plug. The Activation Plug is 

the on/off switch of the AMAR. This Plug connects to the matching underwater 
connector (called the Activation Connector) on the AMAR. When connected to 
the AMAR, the Activation Plug turns on the AMAR. The Activation Plug is male 
with 3 pins. 

For related information, see: 
 Turning on the AMAR on page 7
 Turning off the AMAR on page 11

About the dummy plugs 

The dummy plugs are underwater connector plugs that protect the underwater 
connectors when they are not in use. The dummy plugs have coloured bands to 
help you identify them. Each dummy plug connects to its matching underwater 
connector on the AMAR. 

The green-banded dummy plug protects the Activation Connector when the 

Activation Plug is disconnected. It is male with 3 pins.  

The yellow-banded dummy plug protects the Comms Connector when the 

Comms Box is disconnected and when the AMAR is being deployed. It is female 
with 8 sockets. 

The black dummy plug without a band protects the External Power Connector 
when the AC power adapter or External Battery Packs are disconnected. It is 
female with 6 sockets. 

Activation Plug 

Dummy plug for the 
Activation Connector 

Dummy plug for the 
Comms Connector 

Dummy plug for the 
External Power Connector Sample
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About the Comms Box 

The Comms Box is a communications and control device that is your interface 
with the AMAR. The Comms Box has an underwater connector that connects to 
the AMAR, 2 LEDs, a STOP button, and an Ethernet port with a watertight cap. 
When the Comms Box is connected to the AMAR (and the AMAR is on), the 
LEDs come on to indicate the AMAR’s status. The STOP button stops the 
Recording Schedule when you press and hold it for 3 seconds and then release. 
The Ethernet port connects your computer to the AMAR with an Ethernet cable.  

The Comms Box has a watertight cap for the Ethernet port. When the Ethernet 
port is not in use, always close the watertight cap. Before closing the cap, make 
sure the silicone gasket is installed in the cap. The AMAR Comms Box is splash 
proof, not waterproof. So always store the Comms Box indoors.  

! CAUTION Make sure the silicone gasket is in position inside the watertight cap
of the Comms Box, and install the cap onto the Ethernet port when 
the port is not in use. Without the gasket and cap, water can 
damage the Ethernet port.  

For related information, see: 
 Connecting the Comms Box to the AMAR on page 6
 Stopping the Recording Schedule on page 8
 About the LEDs on the Comms Box on page 10
 Disconnecting the Comms Box from the AMAR on page 11
 Connecting the AMAR to your computer with the Comms Box on page 17
 Disconnecting the Comms Box from your computer on page 19

Underwater connector: connects 
to the Comms Connector on the 
AMAR 

LEDs 

STOP button 

Ethernet port: connects 
to an Ethernet cable 
and your computer 

Watertight cap with 
silicone gasket 

Sample
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Connecting the Comms Box to the AMAR 

The underwater connector of the Comms Box connects to the matching 
connector (called the Comms Connector) on the AMAR.  

To connect the Comms Box to the AMAR: 

 On the AMAR top endcap, at the Comms Connector: 

o Remove the yellow-banded dummy plug from the connector.

o Connect the Comms Box to the connector. Make sure the Comms Box is
plugged in all the way.

The Comms Box is now connected to the AMAR. When the AMAR is on, the 
LEDs on the Comms Box come on to indicate the status of the AMAR as 
described in About the LEDs on the Comms Box on page 10. Continue to the 
next section to turn on the AMAR. 

 TIP Store dummy plugs in a safe and dry location when not in use. 

For related information, see: 
 About the Comms Box on page 5
 Stopping the Recording Schedule on page 8
 Disconnecting the Comms Box from the AMAR on page 11
 Connecting the AMAR to your computer with the Comms Box on page 17

Comms Connector 

Sample
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Turning on the AMAR 

To turn on the AMAR, you install the red Activation Plug onto its matching 

connector on the AMAR (called the Activation Connector). When the AMAR is 
turned on, it will sleep for 5 seconds and then initiate the Recording Schedule. If 
you don’t want the AMAR to start recording, then stop the AMAR Recording 
Schedule as instructed in the next section.  

To turn on the AMAR:  

1 (Recommended) Connect the Comms Box to the AMAR as instructed on page 6. 

2 Turn on the AMAR—On the AMAR top endcap, at the Activation Connector: 

a Remove the green-banded dummy plug to reveal the connector. 

b Connect the red Activation Plug to the connector to turn on the AMAR. 

The AMAR turns on and sleeps for 5 seconds, and the green LED on the Comms 
Box comes on, indicating that the AMAR is sleeping. 

3 Do one of the following: 

 To configure the AMAR: Stop the Recording Schedule as instructed in the
next section.

 To record data: Do nothing.
After the 5 seconds of sleep, the AMAR initiates the Recording Schedule.
The LEDs on the Comms Box come on to indicate the status of the AMAR as
described on page 10.

For related information, see: 
 About the Activation Plug on page 4
 Turning off the AMAR on page 11
 Configuring the AMAR and using AMARlink on page 20

Comms Connector 

Activation Connector 

Sample
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Stopping the Recording Schedule 

After you turn on the AMAR, you can stop the Recording Schedule with the 
Comms Box. You must stop the Schedule if you want to connect to the AMAR 
with AMARlink or turn off the AMAR. You can stop the Schedule at any time.  

 TIP If you are turning on the AMAR and don’t want to record data, stop the 
Schedule within 5 seconds of turning on the AMAR (while the AMAR is 
still sleeping and before it initiates the Recording Schedule). 

AMAR Firmware releases after March 31 2016 change how the STOP button on 
the Comms box operates: 

 For AMARs with firmware released on or before March 31 2016 (2016.03.31
and previous):
o You press and hold the STOP button.
o After 2 seconds, the AMAR Recording Schedule stops and the Comms

Box LEDs come on.
o You can then release the STOP button.

 For AMARs with firmware released on or after April 1 2016 (2016.04.01 or
later):
o You press and hold the STOP button for at least 1 second and then

release.
o When you release the button, the Recording Schedule stops and the

Comms Box LEDs come on.
o If you hold the STOP button for more than 10 seconds, the button will

become locked out and non-operational for 30 seconds.

The instructions below have been updated to accommodate both cases: you 
press and hold the STOP button for 3 seconds and then release. Sample
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To stop the AMAR Recording Schedule:  

1 Connect the Comms Box to the AMAR as instructed on page 6. 

2 On the Comms Box, press and hold the STOP button for 3 seconds and then 
release. 

The Recording Schedule stops and the two LEDs on the Comms Box come on. 
You can now connect to the AMAR with AMARlink or turn off the AMAR. 

For related information, see: 
 About the Comms Box on page 5
 About the LEDs on the Comms Box on page 10
 Disconnecting the Comms Box from the AMAR on page 11
 Connecting the AMAR to your computer with the Comms Box on page 17

Sample
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About the LEDs on the Comms Box 

The AMAR Comms Box has 2 LEDs: a green LED on the left and a red LED on 
the right. When the Comms Box is connected to the AMAR, the LEDs on the 
Comms Box come on to indicate the AMAR’s status. The labels above and 
below the LEDs describe what the LEDs mean when they come on: 

 When the AMAR is recording, the red LED is on and the green LED is off.
 When the AMAR is sleeping, the green LED is on and the red LED is off.
 When the AMAR is stopped, both the red and green LEDs are on.
 When the AMAR is off (or the Comms Box is disconnected from the

AMAR), both the red and green LEDs are off.

 NOTE After retrieving the AMAR from a deployment, the following scenarios
are also possible: 

o If the AMAR memory filled up during the deployment, then the
AMAR will be sleeping. The green LED will be on and the red LED
will be off.

o If the AMAR batteries became depleted during the deployment,
then the AMAR will be off and both LEDs will be off.

For related information, see: 
 About the Comms Box on page 5
 Connecting the Comms Box to the AMAR on page 6
 Stopping the Recording Schedule on page 8
 Connecting the AMAR to your computer with the Comms Box on page 17
 Troubleshooting on page 95

If the LEDs come 
on like this: The AMAR is: 

Recording 

Sleeping 

Stopped 
(and it is safe to turn off 
the AMAR or connect to 

it with AMARlink) 

Off Sample
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Turning off the AMAR 

To turn off the AMAR, you must first stop the Recording Schedule. After you stop 
the Schedule, you can turn off the AMAR by removing the Activation Plug from 
the Activation Connector. 

To turn off the AMAR: 

1 Connect the Comms Box to the AMAR as instructed on page 6. 

2 Stop the Recording Schedule as instructed on page 8. 

The Recording Schedule stops, and the two LEDs on the Comms Box come on. 
You can now turn off the AMAR (or connect to the AMAR with AMARlink). 

! CAUTION Always stop the AMAR Recording Schedule before you turn off the
AMAR to prevent potential loss of data. 

3 Turn off the AMAR—On the AMAR top endcap, at the Activation Connector: 

a Disconnect the red Activation Plug from the AMAR. 

The AMAR turns off, and the LEDs on the Comms Box go off. 

b Install the green-banded dummy plug to protect the connector. 

You have successfully turned off the AMAR. 

For related information, see: 
 About the Activation Plug on page 4
 Turning on the AMAR on page 7

Disconnecting the Comms Box from the AMAR 

When the Comms Box is not connected to the AMAR, install the yellow-banded 

dummy plug onto the Comms Connector on the AMAR to protect the connector. 
For related information, see About the Comms Box on page 5. 

Sample
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Connecting to external (AC) power 

A 15 W AC power adapter is included with the AMAR to connect the AMAR to an 
external (AC) power outlet. The AC power adapter connects to the External 
Power Connector on the AMAR and converts the AC power to DC. When the 
External Power Connector is not in use, install the dummy plug to protect the 
connector. 

The AC power adapter has one or more interchangeable AC clips, which are 
available for the following regions: US, UK, Brazil, India, China, Argentina, 
Europe, Australia, and Korea. IEC 60320 C8 clips for use with laptop power 
adapters are also available. When connecting the AMAR to external AC power, 
use only the supplied power adaptor. 

When to use external (AC) power: 

 When downloading large amounts of data
 When erasing data
 When upgrading the AMAR firmware
 When the batteries are depleted and you want to connect to the AMAR with

AMARlink
 When you want to conserve battery power while you configure the AMAR
 When working with the AMAR for long periods.

To power the AMAR with external (AC) power: 

1 On the AMAR bottom endcap at the External Power Connector: 

a Remove the dummy plug. 

b Put the power adapter connector under the handling ring and connect it to the 
External Power Connector. 

2 Connect the power adapter plug to an external (AC) power outlet. If using 
possibly unstable AC power (e.g., from a vessel or generator), you must use an 
uninterruptible power supply (UPS) between the AMAR power adapter and the 
AC power outlet. 

The AMAR is now connected to external (AC) power. 

Power adapter with 
interchangeable AC clips 

Sample
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2 Connecting to the AMAR 

Installing AMARlink 

AMARlink is the software that accompanies the AMAR. With AMARlink, you can 
configure the AMAR and download your data. AMARlink is distributed as 
executable installation files that launch the AMARlink Install Wizard. The name of 
the installation file depends on the operating system and the AMARlink version 
number. For example, the installation file for AMARlink 3.1.1 for Windows is 
called AMARlink-3.1.1-Setup.exe. The installation files are on the USB flash 

drive (in the AMARlink Software folder) included with your AMAR or from 

JASCO Technical Support (see page iii).  

To install AMARlink: 

1 Make sure your computer meets the Minimum system requirements on page 1 
and that Java Runtime Environment is installed on your computer. 

2 Double-click the appropriate installation file and follow the prompts in the Install 
Wizard: 

o Windows: AMARlink-x.x.x-Setup.exe

o Linux 32-bit: AMARlink-x.x.x-Linux-x86.Install

o Linux 64-bit: AMARlink-x.x.x-Linux-x86_64.Install

AMARlink is installed in the installation directory. AMARlink log files are stored in 
the <user directory>\.jasco\AMARlink\ directory.  

Continue to the next section to change your computer’s IP address so you can 
connect to the AMAR. 

Follow the prompts in the Install 
Wizard to install AMARlink. 

Sample

http://sun-8:8081/nexus/content/repositories/releases/com/jasco/amar/AMARlink/2.2.2/AMARlink-2.2.2-Setup.exe
http://sun-8:8081/nexus/content/repositories/releases/com/jasco/amar/AMARlink/2.2.2/AMARlink-2.2.2-Setup.exe
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3 Configuring the AMAR and using AMARlink 

AMARlink overview 

AMARlink is the software that accompanies the AMAR. With AMARlink, 
you can configure the AMAR and download your data.   

Tabs: Work with the AMAR that you 
select in the Status pane. 

Menus: Do common tasks. 

Status pane: Select the 
AMAR you want to work with. 

AMAR options menu: Right-click 
an AMAR icon for options. 

Toolbar: Buttons to add a new AMAR and to 
sort the AMARs in the Status pane. 

Sample
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4 Recording and erasing data 

Starting a recording 

When you turn on the AMAR, the AMAR sleeps for 5 seconds. Then the AMAR 
will either (A) initiate the Recording Schedule or (B) sleep until the Initiation Date 
and Time and then initiate the Recording Schedule. Whether the AMAR does A 
or B depends on how you configured the Recording Schedule. 

To start recording data with the AMAR: 

1 If the AMAR is on, turn off the AMAR as instructed on page 11. 

2 Turn on the AMAR as instructed on page 7. 

! CAUTION If power to the AMAR was disrupted while the AMAR was recording
(i.e., if the batteries became depleted or the AMAR was turned off 
before the Recording Schedule was stopped), you must erase all 
sessions stored on the AMAR before recording new data (making 
sure to download and archive any valuable data before erasing 
them). Erasing the data prevents write errors in future recordings.  

Stopping a recording 

To stop recording data with the AMAR: 

 Stop the Recording Schedule with the Comms Box as instructed on page 8. Sample
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5 Deploying and retrieving the AMAR 

Checklist for transporting and storing AMAR equipment 

Before transporting or storing the AMAR or related equipment (including External 
Battery Packs, the Comms Box, and batteries), always do the following. The 
page numbers of the applicable instructions are given in parenthesis. 

 Turn off the AMAR (p11)

 Disconnect the Comms Box from the AMAR (p11)

 Store the Comms Box indoors or in a sheltered area (it is splash proof, 
not waterproof) 

 Install dummy plugs onto all unused connectors, including the yellow-banded

dummy plug on the Comms Connector and the green-banded dummy plug 

on the Activation Connector 

 Open the pressure relief valve and make sure the pressure is released (p55)

 Follow all guidelines in Storing, transporting and handling the AMAR and
related equipment on page 51, including: 

 Keep the internal temperature of pressure housings between -18 and 
+55 °C (20-22 °C optimally):
 Do not store the units at temperatures higher than 55 °C or lower

than -18 °C
 Do not expose the units to direct sunlight
 Use controls during storage and transport (especially in hot climates)

to make sure the temperature inside the housings is always between
-18 and +55 °C (20-22 °C optimally)

 For optimal battery life, store equipment and batteries in a cool, dry place 
at normal room temperature 

 Before storing equipment long term, remove all alkaline batteries. 

Sample
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Storing, transporting and handling the AMAR and related equipment 

Always obey the following guidelines when storing, transporting or handling the 
AMAR or related equipment (including External Battery Packs, the Comms Box, 
batteries, acoustic release and command units, beacons, and pistonphones): 

 Before storing or transporting equipment, complete the Checklist for
transporting and storing AMAR equipment on page 50.

 For optimal battery life, store all equipment and batteries in a cool, dry place
at normal room temperature (20-22 °C).

 Do not use the AMAR or related equipment in temperatures outside the
operating temperature range of -5 to 50 °C.

 When not in use, keep the internal temperature of pressure housings
between -18 and 55 °C (20-22 °C optimally) to prevent personal injury and
improve battery life:

o Don’t put batteries or battery-powered devices in hot places. High
temperatures increase the self-discharge of batteries.

o Don’t store for long periods in an uncontrolled environment.

o Don’t expose equipment or their packaging or containers to direct
sunlight. Radiant heat from sun exposure can cause the internal
temperature to increase over 30 °C above the ambient temperature.

o When aboard vessels, store equipment below deck when possible.

o Use controls during operation, storage, and transport (especially in hot
climates) to make sure the temperature inside the housings is always
lower than 55 °C.

o If storing in a metal shipping container, the container must be ventilated
and located away from heat sources such as ship’s engines and direct
sunlight.

 For optimal battery life, store equipment and batteries in a cool, dry place at
normal room temperature.

 Avoid temperature cycling between extreme high and low temperatures
because expansion and contraction of the battery components can cause a
failure of the battery seal and result in leakage.
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 Before storing equipment long term, remove all the alkaline batteries (data
stored on the AMAR are not lost when you remove the batteries).

 Minimize shock and vibration to equipment and batteries by handling them
with care and securing them from movement during transport.

 When loading or lifting equipment or mooring components:

o Do not exceed the lowest working load limit (the maximum load that can
be safely and repeatedly applied) of all equipment and components
involved in the lift, including AMARs, acoustic releases, chains, shackles,
etc.).

o Make sure equipment and mooring components are not subjected to
shock loading (sudden application of load, such as premature or
uncontrolled release during load transfer from one section of a mooring
to another) because the actual load applied will be many times the
planned load.

o Do not apply twisting or transverse (side) loading to equipment. Working
load limits are based on tensile loading only, so twisting or transverse
loading, even at levels less than the working load limit, may result in
damage to equipment.
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Checklist for deploying the AMAR 

For optimal performance, always do the following before deploying the AMAR. 
The page numbers of the applicable instructions are given in parenthesis. 

 Maintain and service the AMAR:

 Replace all the alkaline batteries (p81) 

 Inspect the hydrogen combiner pellets inside each pressure housing that 
has batteries (p90) 

 Service and inspect the O-rings of the opened endcap (p91) 

 Replace the desiccant pack (p89) 

 Close the pressure housing (p77) 

 Replace anodes as needed (p54) 

 Set the PRV venting pressure (p56) 

 Service all the underwater connectors (p56) 

 Do a visual inspection of all components (p60). 

 Prepare the AMAR to record:

 Configure the Recording Schedule (p23) and send the Schedule to the 
AMAR (p32) 

 Make sure the memory capacity and batteries are sufficient for your 
deployment duration (p31) 

 Do a test of the Recording Schedule (p33) 

 Erase the recorded sessions from the AMAR (p49) 

 (Optional) Do a calibration of the AMAR and hydrophone. 

 Prepare the AMAR for deployment:

 Turn on the AMAR and make sure the LEDs on the Comms Box come 
on as expected (p7) 

 Disconnect the Comms Box from the AMAR (p11) 

 Install dummy plugs onto all unused connectors, including the yellow-

banded dummy plug on the Comms Connector 

 Attach the AMAR to the mooring 

 Make sure all hardware and cable connections are tight. Sample
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Inspecting the AMAR before deployment 

Before each deployment of an AMAR and any External Battery Packs, visually 
examine all external components of the pressure housings for signs of wear, 
corrosion, or damage and replace them if necessary or contact JASCO for 
assistance. These components include but are not limited to: 

 Pressure housing 

 Pressure relief valve (PRV) 

 Anodes 

 Hydrophone cage 

 Handling ring 

 Hardware: Nuts, bolts, washers, nylon washers, and so on 

 Cables of hydrophones or other sensors 

 Activation Plug 

 Dummy plugs 

 Tethers that attach dummy plugs, hydrophones, or the Activation Plug. 
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Checklist for retrieving the AMAR 

For optimal performance of the AMAR and safety of all people involved, always 
do the following immediately after you retrieve the AMAR or External Battery 
Packs from a deployment. The page numbers of the applicable instructions are 
given in parenthesis. 

! WARNING After retrieval, it is not safe to work with the AMAR until you
complete the Safe Handling Procedure in Safely handling the 
AMAR and External Battery Packs after retrieval starting on 
page 62. 

 Keep the unit(s) away from ignition sources, including power tools,
cigarettes, naked lights, open flames, and static charges 

 Examine the pressure housing(s) for signs of physical damage or leaks

 Remove dirt and biofouling—be careful to not damage the hydrophone

 Rinse with fresh water

 Move to a clean, dry, and well-ventilated area

 Stop the Recording Schedule with the Comms Box (p8) and immediately turn
off the AMAR (p11) 

 Disconnect the Comms Box (p11)

 Install dummy plugs onto the Comms and Activation Connectors

 Complete the Safe Handling Procedure in Safely handling the AMAR and
External Battery Packs after retrieval starting on page 62 for each pressure 
housing 

 Connect the AMAR to stable power before turning it on and connecting with
AMARlink—If using possibly unstable AC power (e.g., from a vessel or 
generator), you must use an uninterruptible power supply (UPS) between 
the AMAR power adapter and the AC power outlet. 

For related information, see Checklist for downloading data on page 72. Sample
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6 Downloading data 

About the data recorded by the AMAR 

What is a recorded session? 

Each time the AMAR executes a Record Entry of the Recording Schedule, the 
data is saved on the AMAR as a recorded session. You can view and download 
the recorded sessions on AMARlink’s Download Data tab. You can also select a 
session and view its Record Entry Configuration. The Download Data tab shows 
the total number of recorded sessions stored on the AMAR and the total amount 
of used storage memory. 

To view the Record Entry Configuration of a recorded session: 

 On the Download Data tab, right-click the session and choose Properties. 

The Properties dialog box appears and shows the Record Entry Configuration of 
the Record Entry that produced the session. 

For related information, see Types of Recording Schedules on page 22. 

The number of sessions 
selected and their total size 

The number of sessions stored on 
the AMAR and their total file size 
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7 Maintaining and servicing the AMAR 

Chapter contents 

This chapter begins with general sections related to maintaining and servicing 
the AMAR and its parts: 

 Maintenance schedules on page 74
 Opening the pressure housing on page 75
 Closing the pressure housing on page 77

The remaining sections are in alphabetical order by the part name: 

 Backup battery replacement on page 79
 Battery replacement on page 81
 Desiccant pack replacement on page 89
 Firmware upgrades on page 89
 Hydrogen combiner pellet inspection on page 90
 O-ring servicing and inspection on page 91
 Pressure relief valve (PRV) inspection and servicing on page 94

For related information, see the following in Chapter 5: 
 Storing, transporting and handling the AMAR and related equipment on page 51
 Replacing the anodes on page 54
 Using the pressure relief valve (PRV) on page 55
 Using the underwater connectors on page 58
 Inspecting the AMAR before deployment on page 60
 Safely handling the AMAR and External Battery Packs after retrieval on page 62Sample
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Maintenance schedules 

! CAUTION Use ESD protection when you move or touch the top endcap
assembly or the circuit board. A person carrying even a small static 
charge can severely damage a circuit board by ESD. 

! CAUTION Always stop the Recording Schedule and turn off the AMAR before
you open the pressure housing or do maintenance activities. 

For optimal performance, do the following for all AMARs and External Battery 
Packs at the indicated time intervals. 

Each time you close a pressure housing See page 

Service and inspect the O-rings of the opened endcap 91 

Each deployment See page 

All activities listed above 

Replace all the alkaline batteries 81 

Replace the desiccant pack 89 

Inspect the hydrogen combiner pellets 90 

Inspect and service the pressure relief valve (PRV) 94 

Set the venting pressure of the pressure relief valve (PRV) 56 

Service the underwater connectors 56 

Visually inspect all components 60 

Every 1 year See page 

All activities listed above 

Replace and inspect the O-rings on the endcap(s) typically 
opened—the top endcaps 

91 

Every 2 years See page 

All activities listed above 

Replace the RTC backup battery 79 

Every 5 years See page 

All activities listed above 

Replace and inspect the O-rings on all endcaps—both the top 
and bottom endcaps 

91 

Sample
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Glossary

AC alternating current. For example, from a wall power outlet. 

Activation Plug An underwater connector plug that is the on/off switch 

of the AMAR. A red male plug with 3 pins. See also dummy plug. 

Activation Connector The underwater bulkhead connector on the 
AMAR that the Activation Plug connects to. 

ADC analog to digital converter. Converts the analog signal from a 
sensor, like a hydrophone, to a digital signal to be recorded. 

AMAR Autonomous Multichannel Acoustic Recorder. 

AMARlink Software for using the AMAR.  

anode A sacrificial piece of metal that corrodes before the metal it is 
touching. Usually made of zinc or aluminum alloy. 

b bit. Basic unit of digital information. 

B byte. Unit of digital information equal to 8 bits (1 B = 8 b). 

backup battery The lithium coin cell battery on the AMAR internal 
circuit board. Powers the internal real-time clock of the AMAR. 

battery cage A mechanical apparatus that holds 48 alkaline D-cell 
batteries, arranged in 12 stacks of 4 batteries each.  

battery, 9-cell A pre-packaged, shrink-wrapped assembly of 9 alkaline 
D-cell batteries arranged 3 by 3. Attaches to the top endcap 
assembly of the AMAR to power the AMAR. 

Battery Pack, External Has a top endcap with 1, 2, or 3 battery cages 
(that is 48, 96, or 144 cells). Has its own pressure housing. 

Comms Box A communications and control device that is your 
interface with the AMAR. Connects to the AMAR and to your 

computer. Has 2 LEDs, a stop button, an Ethernet port with a 
watertight cap, and an underwater connector. 

Comms Connector The underwater bulkhead connector on the AMAR 
that the Comms Box connects to. 

computer Your laptop or personal computer that meets the Minimum 
system requirements on page 1. 

CSV comma separated values. A CSV file is a text file. The lines in 
the text file have data values that are separated by commas. You 
can view CSV file in a text viewer like Notepad or in a 
spreadsheet application like Microsoft Excel. 

d days. 

dB decibel. A logarithmic unit. 

DC direct current. 

DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol. A network protocol that 
automatically provides network settings like IP address, subnet 
mask, and default gateway. 

Download Manager A tool in AMARlink that shows a chronological list 
of your data downloads and lets you work with them. 

dummy plug An underwater connector plug that protects an 
underwater connector when not in use. The dummy plugs are 
black and identified by different coloured bands: 

 The yellow-banded dummy plug is for the Comms Connector.

 The green-banded dummy plug is for the Activation Connector.

See also Activation Plug. 

Entry A Recording Schedule has one or more Entries. Each Entry 
consists of an activity (record or sleep) and a duration (in 
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seconds). Record Entries also have a Record Entry 
Configuration. See also Record Entry, Recording Schedule, 
Sleep Entry. 

ESD electrostatic discharge. A sudden flow of electric current between 
two objects caused by electrical shorting, dielectric breakdown, 
or contact between two objects with different charges. A person 
carrying even a small static charge can severely damage a 
circuit board by ESD. See also ESD protection. 

ESD protection Tools used to prevent ESD to sensitive electronics, 
like circuit boards. E.g., grounded anti-static mats and grounded, 
conductive wrist straps.  

External Power Connector The underwater bulkhead connector on an 
AMAR that the AC power adapter or an External Battery Pack 
connects to.  

Compare power input connectors. 

G3 Generation three. 

GB gibibyte. 1 GB = 10243 bytes. Equal to the binary definition of the 
gigabyte and not the decimal definition of 10003 bytes. 

h hours. 

Hydrophone Connector An underwater bulkhead connector on the 
AMAR that a hydrophone connects to. 

Hz hertz. Basic unit of frequency. Equal to 1 cycle per second. 

Initiation date/time An option for a Recording Schedule. Specifies the 
date and time when the Recording Schedule will begin if the 
AMAR is turned on. 

internal clock See RTC. 

IP Internet Protocol. A communications protocol that allows 
internetworking of devices. Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4) is 
the dominant protocol of the Internet and is the protocol used by 
the AMAR. 

KB kibibyte. 1 KB = 1024 bytes. Equal to the binary definition of the 
kilobyte and not the decimal definition of 1000 bytes. 

KB/s kibibytes per second. Unit of rate of data transfer or throughput. 

LED light-emitting diode. 

MB mebibyte. 1 MB = 10242 bytes. Equal to the binary definition of 
the megabyte and not the decimal definition of 10002 bytes. 

memory module Solid-state flash memory component on the AMAR 
internal circuit board, measuring approximately 10 cm × 5 cm, 
with 256 GB of storage memory for storing the recorded data. 

NTP Network Time Protocol. A networking protocol for synchronizing 
computer clocks to Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). 

O-ring seating groove Groove in a top or bottom endcap that holds an 
O-ring. 

O-ring surface Inner surface of a pressure housing cylinder against 
which the O-rings of an endcap seal when the pressure housing 
is closed. 

power input connectors The 2-pin female locking connectors on the 
AMAR circuit board that a power source connects to. The circuit 
board has 2 power input connectors. 

pressure relief valve (PRV) The one-way purge valve on the top 
endcap of the AMAR that prevents pressure from building-up 
inside the AMAR pressure housing. 

Record Entry An Entry in the Recording Schedule during which the 
AMAR will record. Has a specified duration and Record Entry 
Configuration. Compare Sleep Entry. See also Entry. 

Record Entry Configuration Property of a Record Entry. Specifies 
how data will be recorded during that Record Entry—which 
channels and sensors are enabled and the sensor configuration 
options of each.  

Recording Schedule A collection of one or more Entries. Tells the 
AMAR how to record data. When recording, the AMAR will 

Sample
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repeat the Recording Schedule again and again until the AMAR 
is stopped, the batteries become depleted, or the memory 
becomes full. Has an optional Initiation date/time.  

See also Entry. 

continuous Recording Schedule A Schedule with a single 
Record Entry with infinite duration. Tells the AMAR to record 
data continuously. 

duty-cycled Recording Schedule  A Schedule with 1 Record 
Entry and 1 Sleep Entry. Tells the AMAR to record for some of 
the time and sleep for the rest of the time.  

session-cycled Recording Schedule  A Schedule with 1 or 
more Record Entries and 0 or more Sleep Entries. Tells the 
AMAR to cycle through the selected combination of Entries. Lets 
you record data with different Record Entry Configurations. 

simple-cycled Recording Schedule  A Schedule with a single 
Record Entry with a specified, non-infinite duration. Tells the 
AMAR to record data in cycles of the specified duration.  

recorded session The data recorded on the AMAR during each 
execution of a Record Entry. 

RTC real-time clock. The internal clock of the AMAR. 

s second. 

Schedule See Recording Schedule. 

Schedule Builder A tool in AMARlink that lets you work with 
Recording Schedules when you are not connected to an AMAR. 

Schedule Library A library in AMARlink where you can save 
Recording Schedules to open and use again. 

session See recorded session. 

Sleep Entry An Entry in the Recording Schedule during which the 
AMAR will sleep. When sleeping, the AMAR is in a low-power 
state and does not record data. 

S/N serial number. 

Status pane The left panel of the AMARlink window where you choose 
which AMAR you want to work with. 

TB tebibyte. 1 TB = 10244 bytes. Equal to the binary definition of the 
terabyte and not the decimal definition of 10004 bytes. 

Unix epoch time The number of seconds that have elapsed since 
January 1, 1970 at midnight UTC (19700101T000000Z), not 
counting leap seconds. Go to www.epochconverter.com for more 
information about Unix epoch time and how to convert it to UTC 
time. 

UPS uninterruptible power supply (UPS). An electrical appliance that 
supplies backup battery power when the input power source, 
usually a wall power outlet, fails. 

USB Universal Serial Bus. 

UTC Coordinated Universal Time. 

WAV Waveform Audio File Format. Sample
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